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WHY IS JOEL HARTTER IN UGANDA?
RESEARCH IN THE RIFT
HARTTER'S RESEARCH IS BASED IN UGANDA IN A STRING OF SEVEN NATIONAL PARKS
KNOWN AS THE ALBERTINE RIFT. FUNDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)
AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, HARTTER CO-DIRECTS THE POPULATION,
ENVIRONMENT, AND CLIMATE IN THE ALBERTINE RIFT (PECAR) PROJECT, WHICH
EXPLORES THE IMPACTS OF POPULATION EXPLOSION AND CLIMATE CHANGE ON LOCAL
RESOURCES AND ON THE PARK SYSTEM'S CONSERVATION INTERESTS IN THE AREA—PRIME
HABITAT FOR ENDANGERED MOUNTAIN GORILLAS, CHIMPANZEES, AND A HOST OF OTHER
WILDLIFE. PROJECTS INCLUDE CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION RESEARCH IN KIBALE
NATIONAL PARK, WHICH INVOLVES COLLECTING AND SHARING CLIMATE DATA WITH THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY AND PARK OFFICIALS, AND SURVEYING LOCAL PERCEPTIONS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS.
TWO NEW PROJECTS IN THE KIBALE REGION, BOTH CROSS-DISCIPLINARY EFFORTS FUNDED
BY NSF, WILL COMMENCE WITHIN THE COMING YEAR. HARTTER WILL WORK CLOSELY
WITH POST-DOCTORAL RESEARCHER LISA TIEMANN AND STUART GRANDY, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, TO EXAMINE SOIL FERTILITY AND FARMING
PRACTICES. MEGHAN HOWEY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY, AND MICHAEL
PALACE OF THE INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF EARTH, OCEANS, AND SPACE WILL WORK
WITH HARTTER TO EXPLORE THE POPULATION BOOM OF THE AFRICAN IRON AGE TO
LEARN IF FOREST RESOURCE USE OF THE PAST MIGHT INFORM CURRENT CHALLENGES.
HARTTER ALSO CONDUCTS FIELD WORK IN NORTHEASTERN OREGON ON THE CHANGING
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN HISTORICALLY FOREST-DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES
AND HOW THOSE CHANGES IMPACT LIVELIHOODS, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND HUMAN
SAFETY.

The Misadventures of a Geographer
A baboon chased Assistant Professor of Geography Joel Hartter into the Indian Ocean
in South Africa. In Uganda, hippos chewed grass underneath his tent—while he was in
it. He has stumbled upon armed poachers, outrun an elephant, and almost died from
African Spotted Fever in the worst case doctors had ever seen. Apparently, it's all in a
day's work for Hartter, who has conducted research in Africa for the last eight summers.

Baboons with Teeth Longer than a Lion's
The baboons that Hartter encounters in Kibale National Park in Uganda aren't as
aggressive as the ones in South Africa, but Kibale's baboons are a huge nuisance. At
the research base camp, the baboons are smart enough to open cabin doors and tough
enough to break into them when they're padlocked. Arriving in groups of 10 or 12, they
raid kitchens, rip open metal cases, and destroy propane stoves, all in an effort to get
bread, eggs, cheese—whatever they can get their paws on. "They took my door right off
of its hinges," says Hartter, who cites baboons as the biggest problem he encounters in
Uganda. "And they have teeth longer than a lion's! It used to be that you could yell at
them and they would run into the forest, but they aren't afraid anymore."

"The Craziest Night You'll Ever Have"
A colleague once told Hartter, "The craziest night you'll ever have is sleeping with
hippos." He was right. Hippos are mean, fast, and huge. At night, they come out to
graze and often run towards the water. Since people camp near water, this creates a
potential problem: you don't want to be caught between a hippo and his water.
A few years ago, Hartter was tenting on the banks of the Ishasha River along the Congo
border when he heard hippos moving in. Cautiously peeking out, he saw hippos coming
out of the river to graze. Not satisfied with the available grass, some hippos pushed
under Hartter's tent for better fare. "It was really, really freaky," says Hartter, who
remained still—and wide awake—until the hippos left a couple of hours later. He
learned that it's a good idea to position your tent between a tree and your truck for
protection.

Lions, and Bodas, and Guns
While Hartter is traveling deep inside the Ugandan park system, either in a truck or on
the back of a boda—a motorcycle taxi, he never knows just what he might run into. It
could be a huge, sleepy lion lolling in a tree, or an agitated herd of elephants or buffalo.
Perhaps more unexpected are dangers posed by human activity. This summer, while a
bit lost in the bush, Hartter stumbled upon park rangers with AK-47s trained on a group

of spear-wielding poachers. It was unsettling, he admits. "You get used to seeing
machine guns," says Hartter, "but it's always less than optimal because you never quite
know if they're loaded or not."
But the bodas themselves might be the bigger danger. Think rickety moped driven by a
man in flip-flops. The terrain in Kibale is as rough as a New Hampshire White Mountain
trail. The bodas bump and turn at high speeds. Negotiating a herd of elephants on a
moped over rocks and roots takes fortitude—for both driver and passenger. Some of
Hartter's colleagues refuse to ride on a boda at all. "They may be smarter than me,"
says Hartter.

It only takes one tick
Ticks are a danger in any part of the globe, but when a tick bit Hartter's foot last summer
in Uganda, all hell broke loose. Two days later, his lower leg swelled up to the size of
his thigh. He was dizzy and nauseous, head pounding. One moment he stripped down
to his underwear, burning with fever. The next he wrapped up tightly in a sleeping bag,
shivering under hat and gloves. Suspecting malaria, he called a boda to take him to the
hospital. He barely held on during the 25km drive to the nearest town. After several
tests, the local doctors were stumped—it wasn't malaria. Off he went to the capital,
Kampala (a five and a half-hour bus drive), where an infectious diseases specialist gave
him a cocktail of drugs, though this doctor, too, was unsure of the diagnosis.
"I was within days of dying, apparently," Hartter found out later. "If I had not been seen
in Kampala on that day and had not been given the specific drugs I was given, it would
have been very serious."
Back in the States, Hartter saw a raft of doctors—he worked with the New Hampshire
Division of Public Health Services, the World Health Organization, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Michigan Department of Health (where his
wife's family lives), Dartmouth Medical Center, an infectious diseases specialist, and his
own primary care physician. The diagnosis? African Spotted Fever. The CDC said it
was the worst case of the disease ever documented. Full recovery took six months.

Keeping your wits
Despite the near catastrophes—or heart-pumping adventures, depending on how you
look at them—Hartter does not find Uganda overly threatening—not the people, not the
wildlife, not the diseases, and not even the bodas. He plans to continue his summer
research treks for years to come. It's all about being aware of your surroundings, going
with the flow, and staying calm. "In the bush," says Hartter, "you just have to keep your
wits about you."
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